
Features and Benefits
A touch of wool-like class.
Bouclé provides an outstanding combination of high-specification quality and
affordability, with a rich texture and subtle heather that strongly, and beautifully,
resembles wool.

Durability meets opulence.
Although providing a welcome sense of luxury in bedrooms and living areas,
Bouclé remains extremely durable to abrasion and flattening. Rated extra
heavy duty for residential and medium contract applications, it will perform well
in highly active spaces, such as hotel accommodations and apartment living.

Stylish simplicity.
The popular texture of Bouclé combined with a beautiful colour palette
provides a soft and flexible foundation for a wide range of modern interior
design themes and furnishings.

Colourfast and made to last.
Designed to retain its aesthetic appeal for years, the colourfastness of Bouclé
ensures the colours will not fade from sunlight, harsh cleaning products and
general wear.

Easy to maintain.
The heathered colours of Bouclé do an outstanding job of hiding soiling, but
when cleaning is required it couldn’t be easier. The carpet strongly resists
staining, moisture, mould and insect damage.
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Bouclé | Specifications
Description
Pile Content
Gauge
Total Pile Weight
Pile Height

Total Product Thickness
Width
Primary Backing
Secondary Backing
Flammability

ACCS Rating
Residential
Contract
Variation
Dye Batch Variation

Guarantees
*Conditions apply

Pattern Repeat

Environmental

Textured Tufted Loop Pile
100% BCF Solution Dyed Nylon
3/16th
1150g/m² (34oz/yd²) 
High 6.5mm ± 1mm
Low 5.0mm ± 1mm
9.0mm ± 1mm
366cm
Woven polypropylene
Blue Stripe Synthetic backing
Fire Rated Carpet. Please contact our
Customer Care for more information.

Extra Heavy Duty (5*)
Medium Duty (2*)
Specifications subject to ± 5% variation
Colour variation may occur from batch to batch 

15 year Residential Wear*
15 year Colourfast*
Lifetime Anti-Static*

Width 60mm
Length 80mm
Quality Assured to ISO 9001 &
Environmental Management System 14001.

Solid shade carpets may exhibit colour streaking. Tufting of this carpet may incur 
shift lines across the width of the carpet. This is not a manufacturing fault and will 
not affect the performance of this carpet. Dye batch colour variations may occur 
from batch to batch. Patterned carpets with directional designs may be subject to 
pattern distortion. Exact pattern match cannot be guaranteed.

Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian 
Consumer Law. You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and 
compensation for any other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You are also 
entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of acceptable 
quality and the failure does not amount to a major failure. VERSION | 23.01.24


